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Abstract
This article provides a constitutionally grounded understanding of the vexing principle of
‘national procedural autonomy’ that haunts the vindication of EU law in national court.
After identifying tensions and confusion in the debate surrounding this purported principle
of ‘autonomy’, the Article turns to the foundational text and structure of Union law to
reconstruct the proper constitutional basis for deploying or supplanting national procedures
and remedies. It further argues that much of the case law of the Court of Justice of the
EuropeanUnionmay be considered through the lens of ‘prudential avoidance’, ie the deci-
sion to avoid difficult constitutional questions surrounding the principle of conferral. As
the last Part shows, a constitutional understanding of ‘national procedural authority’—
not ‘autonomy’—helps clear up some persistent puzzles, and provides critical guidance
for when deference to national procedures and remedies is appropriate, andwhen such def-
erence is misplaced. Comparative references inform the argument along the way.

I. INTRODUCTION

For the most part, the application of EU law takes place in the courts of the Member
States. This reflects the character of the European Union as a ‘vertical’ system, in
which the union government generally relies on the resources and personnel of its
component states. This contrasts with the more ‘horizontal’ federalism of, say, the
United States, in which each level of government has the basic capacity to legislate,
execute, and adjudicate its own policies and laws.1 Just as the European Union
mostly relies on national legislatures to pass implementing legislation, and on
national executives to carry out its policies, it mostly relies on national judiciaries
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to apply EU law to disputes in court. In so doing, as Koen Lenaerts writes, ‘national
courts are, in principle, entitled, and indeed expected, to apply national procedural
rules when applying substantive EU rules’, which leads to a kind of ‘division of func-
tions between the EU and national legal systems, with the former providing the rights
and the latter the remedies’.2 This basic idea is often cast as ‘the principle of national
procedural autonomy’.3

As elsewhere in federal systems, this division of labour leads to controversies about
just how much the union may intrude on what might otherwise be considered the
authority of the component states. In Europe, however, the principle of ‘national pro-
cedural autonomy’ has caused continuing confusion, not least because Member State
‘autonomy’ may suggest freedom from EU control that would plainly clash with the
‘primacy, unity and effectiveness’ of EU law.4 While Member State courts generally
provide for procedures and remedies for violations of EU law litigated in their court-
rooms, they nevertheless act as the frontline courts of the Union, which means that the
‘effectiveness’ of EU law is largely in their hands. Accordingly, for the system as a
whole to function, national courts must work under the duty to ensure that EU law
is, indeed, effective on the ground.5 But what, if anything, does that leave of the prin-
ciple of national procedural autonomy? While some scholars and judges say the prin-
ciple thus mostly collapses, others suggest it remains intact. Or, to put it the other way
around: while some continue to invoke the principle to justify restraining the Union’s
harmonisation of national procedural and remedial law, others suggest the principle
simply does not exist. The only point of agreement seems to be that it is ‘difficult to
understand’ what the Court is actually doing in this area of the law.6

This article seeks to lift the fog in this broad and longstanding debate surrounding
remedies and the principle of national procedural autonomy, by pursuing a ‘consti-
tutional approach’. It considers the subject based on constitutional first principles that
not only explain, but also justify, a good deal of the practice, which mostly favours
national procedures and remedies but at times insists on telling national courts just
how to do the Union’s bidding. The article explores the general limits of what the
Union can demand in this regard from the Member States—or, more precisely,
what EU law, as construed by the Court of Justice of the European Union
(‘CJEU’), can and does demand directly in terms of procedures and remedies from

2 K Lenaerts, ‘National Remedies for Private Parties in the Light of the EU Law Principles of
Equivalence and Effectiveness’ (2011) 46 Irish Jurist 13; cf W Van Gerven, ‘Of Rights, Remedies
and Procedures’ (2000) 37 Common Market Law Review 501, p 502.

3 See eg The Queen, on the Application of Delena Wells v Secretary of State for Transport, Local
Government and the Regions, C-201/02, EU:C:2004:12, paras 67, 70.

4 See Stefano Melloni v Ministerio Fiscal, C-399/11, ECLI:EU:C:2013:107, para 60.
5 See eg Associação Sindical do Juízes Portugueses v Tribunal de Contas, C-64/16, EU:C:2018:117,

para 34.
6 S Prechal, ‘Community Law in National Courts: The Lessons from Van Schijndel’ (1998) 35

Common Market Law Review 681, p 685; cf M Bobek, ‘Why There Is No Principle of “Procedural
Autonomy” of the Member States’ in B de Witte and H Micklitz (eds), The European Court of
Justice and the Autonomy of the Member States (Intersentia, 2011).
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national courts. The constitutional approach pursued here establishes the normative
foundations of the principle of national procedural autonomy (or ‘national procedural
authority’, as we shall call it here), uncovers systematic features of what might other-
wise appear as the confusing and inconsistent caselaw of the CJEU, and helps us
understand better what work the principle currently does and properly ought to do.

II. THE DEBATE ABOUT NATIONAL PROCEDURAL AUTONOMY

There seems to be continued confusion over the principle of national procedural
autonomy, and whether it simply suggests a kind of default in the absence of EU
action or a stronger principle of national autonomy that EU law must heed. The ori-
ginal articulation of the principle, especially in light of foundational decisions of EU
law, seems to support only a permissive default rule that automatically gives way to
positive EU legislation. All the same, the principle continues to be invoked more
stringently as prescribing temperance when it comes to the harmonisation of national
procedures and remedies.

A. The Elusive Origin of National Procedural Autonomy – ‘Permissive’ or
‘Prescriptive’?

Traced back to the Rewe case of 1976, and repeated ever since, the principle of
national procedural autonomy comes with a prefatory condition and two closing
qualifications:

In the absence of Community rules on this subject, it is for the domestic legal system of
eachMember State to designate the courts having jurisdiction and to determine the pro-
cedural conditions governing actions at law intended to ensure the protection of the
rights which citizens have from the direct effect of community law, it being understood
that such conditions cannot be less favourable than those relating to similar actions of a
domestic nature. … The position would be different only if the [Member State’s pro-
cedural] conditions . . . made it impossible in practice to exercise the rights which the
national courts are obliged to protect.7

The prefatory condition that national procedural rules govern ‘[i]n the absence of
Community rules’ may be a source of confusion, as it could point in opposite direc-
tions. First, it may narrowly suggest that Member States enjoy procedural authority
only by default, ie only as long as the Community (now Union) has not made rules to
harmonise the relevant procedural law. Put another way, on this view,Member States
merely enjoy a ‘presumption’ of procedural authority.8 Beyond that presumption,

7 Rewe-Zentralfinanz eG and Rewe-Zentral AG v Landwirtschaftskammer für das Saarland, 33/76,
EU:C:1976:188, para 5; see alsoComet BV v Produktschap voor Siergewassen, 45/76, EU:C:1976:191,
paras 13, 16.

8 Cf K Sowery, ‘Reconciling Primacy and Environmental Protection: Association France Nature
Environnement’ (2017) 54 Common Market Law Review 1, p 12; M Dougan, ‘Addressing Issues of
Protective Scope within the Francovich Right to Reparation’ (2017) 13 European Constitutional
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however, Member States have no real ‘autonomy’ at all, but only such national pro-
cedural discretion as the Union from time to time chooses to permit. Let us refer to
this as ‘presumptive’ or, better, ‘permissive’ national procedural autonomy.
Second, however, the prefatory clause may be taken to suggest more broadly that

the Community (now Union) does not have the competence to make rules on proced-
ural matters and that, therefore, primary Union law necessarily and constitutionally
preserves Member States’ freedom over procedure (unless and until the foundational
Treaties were to be amended). This view suggests that Union rules on procedural
matters would be ultra vires of the Treaties and hence unconstitutional under
Union law. Put another way, on this second view, the ‘absence’ of Union rules on
the subject is taken to flow not from any policy decision on the part of the Union legis-
lator, but from the constitutional limitations prescribed by the Treaties. Member
States’ freedom over procedure is thus not merely permitted by Union legislation,
but constitutionally prescribed by the primary law of the Treaties themselves. For
the sake of clarity and to distinguish it from the first variety, we shall call this ‘con-
stitutional’ or, better, ‘prescriptive’ national procedural autonomy. This latter, consti-
tutionally prescribed national procedural discretion seems most compatible with the
broad national procedural ‘autonomy’ that the principle’s label seems to promise.
It does not take long to figure out, however, that the language in Rewe (and successor

cases) does not support a broad version of constitutionally prescribed ‘autonomy’, if by
that we mean complete Member State freedom over procedural rules. Following
Constantinos Kakouris, we may, for instance, observe that Rewe’s prefatory clause
(‘[i]n the absence of Community rules’) differs significantly from the prefatory clause
the Court consistently uses in other domains (eg ‘as Community law currently stands’ or
‘at the present stage of development of Community law’) to signal absence of constitu-
tional authority, suggesting that the Court in Rewe was not signalling any Treaty limi-
tation on Community competences, but merely the politically contingent absence of
relevant harmonising rules.9 Whenever the Court intends to signal hard, constitutional
limitations on the Union’s competence under the Treaties, it tends to use one of the latter
formulations, implicitly including the Treaties in the phrase ‘Community law’. In these
latter constitutional formulations (‘as Community law currently stands’ or ‘at the present
stage of development of Community law’), the phrases ‘currently stands’ or ‘present
development’ thus signal the current stage or development of the foundational treaties
of the Community (and Union), not merely political choices of secondary legislative
rules or administrative decisions. This reading of the case suggests thatRewewasmerely
stating what follows if secondary legislation happens to be silent on the matter of

(F'note continued)

Law Review 124, p 132; S Giubboni and S Robin-Olivier, ‘Analytic Report 2016 – Effective Judicial
Protection in the framework of Directive 2014/54/EU’ (European Commission, 2016).

9 CN Kakouris, ‘Do the Member States Possess Judicial Procedural ‘Autonomy’?’ (1997) 34
Common Market Law Review 1389. Kakouris points out the former phrase. We take the latter from
Sylvie Lair v Universitaet Hannover, C-39/86, EU:C:1988:322, para 16, where the Court seeks to
acknowledge the state of the EU’s constitutional development, not the mere absence of secondary legis-
lation on a given issue.
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procedures. Rewe thus never intended to signal that the Union was constitutionally pro-
hibited from making procedural rules for Member State courts.
Nor could it be any other way. Rewe’s two closing qualifications (that Member

State procedural rules not be ‘less favourable than those relating to similar actions
of a domestic nature’, and that Member State procedural rules not render the enjoy-
ment of Community rights ‘practically impossible’) place Member State procedures
squarely within the scope of Community law. It would thus be ‘giving with one hand
while taking with the other’, to read the prefatory clause as suggesting Member State
procedures are beyond the Union’s competence to regulate, when in the next breath
Rewe adds two closing qualifications that national courts must nevertheless heed.
To be sure, the twin qualifications of equivalence and effectiveness, as they are called,

do not necessarily imply free-standing legislative competence over national judicial pro-
cedure at the Union level. But they do—necessarily—suggest that Member State pro-
cedural law is subject to Union law, the interpretation of which is controlled by the
Court of Justice. In that sense,Rewe cannot be understood as supporting any hard auton-
omy, at least not in the sense of complete freedom from Union control.
This conclusion should not come as a surprise. We can recall the early insight of

Koen Lenaerts that there is ‘no nucleus of sovereignty that the Member States can
invoke, as such, against the Community’.10 Similarly, we can say here: there is no
black hole in the universe of Union law for Member State procedures. Member
State procedural law, as such, is not immune from Union control.11

B. Primacy Over Autonomy – the ‘Trinity of Legal Normativity’

But there is more. Pushing aside national procedural autonomy in favour of EU pri-
macy, one might note that Rewe’s canonical formulation explicitly grounds the
requirement of effectiveness in the basic obligation to safeguard ‘the rights which
the national courts are obliged to protect’.12 Although this phrase in Rewe comes
without quotation marks or citation, it invokes the primacy of Community law first
formulated in Van Gend. Indeed, in that first landmark case the Court of Justice
had already cut through national rules on the incorporation of treaties into national
law, spoken directly to Member State courts, and told national judges in no uncertain
terms that Community law contained ‘rights which national courts must protect’.13

As the trilogy of Costa,14 Simmenthal,15 and Factortame16 later clarified, this

10 K Lenaerts, ‘Constitutionalism and theMany Faces of Federalism’ (1990) 38 American Journal of
Comparative Law 205, p 220.

11 Cf Criminal Proceedings against Johannes Martinus Lemmens, C-226/97, EU:C:1998:296, para 19.
12 Rewe-Zentralfinanz, note 7 above, para 5.
13 NV Algemene Transport- en Expeditie Onderneming van Gend & Loos v Netherlands Inland

Revenue Administration, 26/62, EU:C:1963:1.
14 Flaminio Costa v ENEL., 6/64, EU:C:1964:66.
15 Amministrazione delle Finanze dello Stato v Simmenthal SpA, 106/77, EU:C:1978:49.
16 The Queen v Secretary of State for Transport, ex parte: Factortame Ltd and others, 213/89, EU:

C:1990:257.
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primacy of Community law and the direct effect in national courts spans all aspects of
Union law, or what we may understand as the trinity of legal normativity, ie sub-
stance, procedure, and remedy.
To be sure, one might have imagined a system in which primacy was solely a

substantive conflicts-of-law tiebreaker without direct effect. One might also have
imagined a narrow kind of primacy and direct effect with a highly formalised dis-
tinction between substance (where primacy and direct effect rule) and procedure
(where they do not), or even between substance and remedy, on the one hand,
(where primacy and direct effect rule) and procedure, on the other, (where they do
not). But the Court pursued a more comprehensive, practical, and constitutional
vision, one in which primacy and direct effect extended broadly, including implied
powers,17 to cover all three normative aspects of Union law: substance, procedure,
and remedy.
Costa drove home that Van Gend’s primacy makes its way straight into Member

States’ legal systems in terms of the full substantive vindication of EU law, ie that
EU law is ‘an integral part of the legal systems of the Member States and which
their courts are bound to apply’.18 Simmenthal specifically reiterated that point as
to Member State procedural law, even where the countervailing national procedure
is grounded in a Member State’s constitution. In particular, the Court in that case
demanded that, where necessary to preserve the effectiveness of Community law,
lower courts must ignore their national procedure that would have them refer a matter
to their own constitutional court before setting aside nonconforming national law.
Factortame, ultimately, did the same for remedies, declaring that Member State
courts must go beyond their powers established under national (constitutional) law
and issue an interim injunction suspending even the application of an act of
Parliament to prevent irreparable harm. Having established primacy in substance,
procedure, and remedy, the trinity of the Union’s legal normativity would seem
complete.
But what about national procedural autonomy? Some say Van Gend and its pro-

geny indeed settled matters conclusively in favour of the primacy of Union law.
For Constantinos Kakouris andMichal Bobek, for example, primacy and direct effect
are enough to put any claim of national procedural autonomy to rest. To them, pro-
cedure and remedy are ancillary to substance, and that ends matters because substan-
tive competence simply brings procedural and remedial competence as well (even if
only as a matter of judicial competence for the Court of Justice to decide what pro-
cedures and remedies are necessary to make substantive Union law work). Kakouris
takes it even a step further in that he sees all Member States’ procedural law as Union
law whenever national procedures apply to substantive Union law. The idea is that in
the application of substantive Union law, national procedural rules are implicitly
incorporated into Union law and hence operate as Union law in Member State courts

17 See eg Commission v Council (ERTA), 22/70, [1971] ECR 263. See generally E Stein, ‘Lawyers,
Judges, and the Making of a Transnational Constitution’ (1981) 75 American Journal of International
Law 1; J Weiler, ‘The Transformation of Europe’ (1991) 100 Yale Law Journal 2403.
18 Costa, note 14 above, p 593.
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whenever Union law has not provided otherwise.19 Bobek, in turn, agrees that Union
law ultimately controls all procedural and remedial implementation of substantive
Union norms, and concludes that Rewe’s reference to equivalence should therefore
be discarded as useless (and also hopeless).20 In his view, Member State procedures
and remedies should be accepted or set aside based exclusively on an assessment of
effectiveness.21 Put another way, Kakouris and Bobek both ultimately see ‘national
procedural autonomy’, to the extent it exists, exclusively as a choice on the part of the
Union legislature and Court of Justice to let Member State procedures stand. That is,
they see ‘national procedural autonomy’, to the extent it exists at all, solely as what
we earlier called permissive national authority. In their vision, it seems there is no
place for any constitutionally mandated national procedural autonomy, i.e., prescrip-
tive national autonomy does not exist.

C. Primacy and Autonomy – Balancing

Not so fast, argues Sasha Prechal. There is no contradiction, she submits, between
Union law primacy and Member State procedural autonomy.22 While primacy pro-
vides a rule of conflict resolution when two substantive rules conflict, it need not
control the procedures that govern the application of substantive law in court.23

This follows, says Prechal, from the incorporation of Union law into Member
State legal systems after Costa:

[O]nce it is accepted that Community law provisions are a part of the valid law in the
Member States, they should in principle be handled in the same way as national law.
Then it is difficult to understand why certain rules, such as [national] procedural provi-
sions, should be dismissed with the sole argument that they hamper the full application
or direct effect of Community law; after all, they hamper in the same way the applica-
tion of national law, even, where appropriate, of the Constitution.24

Rather than dismissing national procedural or remedial constraints whenever they
curtail the effectiveness of Union law, she sees the Court of Justice moving (albeit
inconsistently) toward a kind of ‘rule of reason’. This analysis, properly in her

19 Kakouris, note 9 above.
20 Hopeless because the comparison for this non-discrimination prong is impossible to administer.
See Bobek, note 6 above. One wonders, though, pace my good friend Michal, why comparisons are
any more difficult here than they are in run-of-the-mill discrimination cases or, indeed, in indirect dis-
crimination cases. For an excellent sorting out of difficult comparisons in the context of discrimination,
seeMB v Secretary of State for Work and Pensions, C-451/16, EU:C:2018:492 (Opinion of AGBobek).
21 Bobek does concede that some restraint should govern the harmonization of Member State proced-
ure, but he does not specify the normative basis for that restraint.
22 Prechal, note 6 above, p 685.
23 Prechal dutifully nods toward the fact that the distinction between substance on the one hand and
procedures and remedies on the other is notoriously porous, and that in cases in which the procedure or
remedy is deemed akin to substance the supremacy rule kicks in. Ibid, p 685 n 16.
24 Ibid, p 686.
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view, conducts a ‘balancing exercise between the interests which are served by the
national rules at issue and the effectiveness of Community law’.25

Koen Lenaerts more recently suggested much the same.26 Lenaerts follows
Michael Dougan’s reading of the cases, which finds that an initial period of CJEU
restraint led to a second period of more aggressively displacing national procedural
rules, and finally to a third period of applying an ‘objective justification model’.27

Takis Tridimas agrees.28 In particular, Dougan reads the Court as asking (1) whether
the Union right is adversely affected by the national procedure, (2) whether the
national procedure furthers a legitimate aim, and (3) whether the national procedure
does so in a legitimate manner, consistent with the margin of discretion left to the
Member States by Union law. Lenaerts puts the currently governing approach simi-
larly, but with an equal focus on both sides of the equation—ie with an equal focus
on both Union as well as Member State law: ‘In cooperation with national courts, the
European Court of Justice (‘ECJ’) endeavours to understand and protect the legitim-
ate interests embodied in the national rules of procedure whilst seeking to ensure a
sufficient level of judicial protection for EU rights’. 29

Whether we call the current approach a ‘rule of reason’,30 an ‘objective justifica-
tion approach’,31 or ‘selective deference’,32 some kind of balancing is presented as a
sensible practical compromise between two equal and opposing normative principles
—primacy of EU law, on the one hand, and Member State procedural autonomy, on
the other.33 High constitutional theory might interpret this along German lines of
‘concordance’, as Robert Alexy suggested in the case of fundamental rights, ie as
a way of optimising two principles that clash.34

For any such balancing to be performed, however, both principles must firmly exist
in the first place. Even when performing such balancing merely to give effect to a
presumption of national authority in the absence of EU law rules to the contrary,
that presumption in favour of national authority must itself be normatively grounded.
What, then, of the position that the only principle at stake is primacy, and that the
principle of national procedural autonomy simply does not exist? Should we sub-
scribe to that view? Or should we go along, instead, as Prechal suggests, with
Member State procedural and remedial limitations that hamper the effectiveness of
EU law—an autonomous source of law—just because Member State procedures
similarly limit the enforcement of their own law? Do we not need more than an

25 Ibid, p 690.
26 Lenaerts, note 2 above, p 14.
27 M Dougan, National Remedies before the Court of Justice (Hart, 2004), p 30.
28 T Tridimas, General Principles of EU Law (Oxford Univ Press, 2006), pp 420–22.
29 Lenaerts, note 2 above, p 16.
30 Prechal, note 6 above, p 690.
31 Dougan, note 27 above, p 30.
32 Tridimas, note 28 above, p 421.
33 Lenaerts, note 2 above, p 14.
34 See R Alexy, Theorie der Grundrechte (Suhrkamp, 1985), p 75. For a critique, see A
Fischer-Lescano, ‘Kritik der Praktischen Konkordanz’ (2008) 41 Kritische Justiz 166.
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equal amount of harm to national law before crediting the national side of the bal-
ance? Why should EU law care that national law has so limited itself? To be sure,
we can always understand the balancing approach as a vague and diplomatically use-
ful way for the CJEU to make friends with Member State courts.35 But is there any
normative foundation to national procedural autonomy? To put the question more
precisely, is there a constitutional justification for claims to national procedural
autonomy in EU law itself?

III. THE CONSTITUTIONAL FOUNDATIONS OF NATIONAL
PROCEDURAL AUTHORITY

Returning to first principles, we can reconstruct a constitutional principle of defer-
ence to Member State procedures and remedies in the administration and vindication
of EU law. We see traces of this principle in the institutional architecture of the
Union, as well as in the positive text of the foundational Treaties. Both structure
and text support a principle of deference to national procedural and remedial rules
that goes well beyond a mere ‘presumption’ in favour of Member State rules. The
principle thus treads beyond the ‘permissive’, and into the ‘prescriptive’ domain.
Nonetheless, the principle of ‘national procedural authority’ outlined here falls
short of any ‘autonomy’ in the strict sense of the latter term.

A. The Normative Implications of Structure and the Paradox of Judicial Federalism

Structure carries normative implications. Sometimes structure even carries multiple
normative implications that can be in tension with one another. As we shall see, while
the principle of national procedural autonomy is not spelled out in the Treaties, some-
thing like it does reasonably emerge from the structure of the Union.
In particular, the dédoublement fonctionnel36 that turns national courts into Union

courts has an institutional and normative flipside. Even when they function as the
Union’s courts, Member State courts retain their basic organisational authority as
courts in virtue of Member State—not Union—law. Member State law sets up and
organises Member State courts based on the organic power derived from each
Member State’s constitution. This means the institutional infrastructure of a national
court, even when applying Union law, remains a creature of that Member State, not of
the Union. As the CJEU noted in an important case on preserving the rule of law in
Poland:

[A]lthough the organisation of justice in theMember States falls within the competence
of those Member States, … when exercising that competence, the Member States are

35 A Biondi, ‘European Court of Justice and Certain National Procedural Limitations: Not Such a
Tough Relationship’ (1999) 36 Common Market Law Review 1271.
36 See G Scelle, ‘Le Phénomène juridique du dédoublement fonctionnel’ in W Schätzel and H Jürgen
Schlochauer (eds), Rechtsfragen der Internationalen Organisation (Klostermann, 1956); cf Kakouris,
note 9 above, p 1393 (relying on others for similar idea).
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required to comply with their obligations deriving from EU law. … Moreover, by
requiring the Member States thus to comply with those obligations, the European
Union is not in any way claiming to exercise that competence itself nor is it… arrogat-
ing that competence.37

Put simply, Union law ‘piggybacks’ (to use a highly technical term) on the existing
institutional infrastructure of the Member States. One might even say that this is true
throughout the Union’s functions and the national institutions that carry them out—
thus broadly reflecting the vertical structure of the system. In any event, it is surely
true for the judiciary, where the Union merely borrows national courts for Union
purposes.
In one sense, this structure resembles that of the United States, in which state courts

are constitutionally bound to carry out federal law as their own. In the United States,
the Supremacy Clause, which specifies both the supremacy and direct applicability
of federal law in state courts, inexorably fuses federal and state law with supremacy
for the former, similar to the way the CJEU’s caselaw has done in the EU. Indeed,
federal and state law are integrated even more in the US, where there is no space
for the kind of constitutional pluralism that allows a component state to view
union law through the lens of its own, component state constitution. At least since
the Civil War and the Reconstruction Amendments, the US component state polities
are constituted politically by the citizens of the United States, which—in contrast to
the EU—gives the polity of the union a foundational status on which the polities of
the several states are built.38 Even in this more tightly formed union, the US Supreme
Court has emphasised, much as its European counterpart has, that a state court apply-
ing federal law ‘does not, while performing that duty, derive its authority as a court
from the United States, but from the State’.39 As a result, the touchstone in the United
States for what federal law demands of state courts has long been that ‘federal law
takes state courts as it finds them’.40 Thus, even in the United States, state courts
applying federal law are seen as creatures of state law, and federal law does not sim-
ply remake state courts to its liking.
The limits of what US federal law can ultimately demand of its state courts are

notoriously uncertain, and well beyond what we need to discuss here.41 But one
thing is clear: while the US Congress has no direct power to create or even reimagine
state courts, the US Congress does have the express power—and has long exercised

37 Commission v Poland (Independence of Supreme Court), C-619/18, EU:C:2019:531, para 52.
38 Cf D Halberstam, ‘A People for Certain Purposes’: On the History and Philosophy of Federalism
(s) in the United States and Europe (University ofMichigan, 2018), Public Law Research Paper No 619,
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3241597.
39 Minneapolis & St. Louis R. Co. v Bombolis, 241 US 211 (1916), p 212.
40 H M Hart, Jr, ‘The Relations Between State and Federal Law’ (1954) 54 Columbia Law Review
489, p 508.
41 Cf eg majority and dissenting opinions in Dice v Akron, 341 US 359 (1952); G Seinfeld, ‘The
Jurisprudence of Union’ (2014) 89 Notre Dame Law Review 1085; K Roosevelt III, ‘Light from
Dead Stars: the Procedural Adequate and Independent State Ground Reconsidered’ (2003) 103
Columbia Law Review 1888.
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the power—to create lower federal courts with broad jurisdiction to hear all claims of
federal law whenever Congress ‘deems’ state courts will not suffice. Therefore,
whenever state courts assert, say, a ‘valid excuse’ for refusing to hear a particular fed-
eral claim,42 that federal law claim can always be brought in federal court. In the
United States, then, the question of what federal law demands of state courts mostly
turns into a question of deciding what should (and what Congress intended) to be
decided in federal, as opposed to state, court.
Not so in the European Union. Here, at least for the purposes relevant to our pre-

sent inquiry, the judicial structure of the federal system is more radically decentra-
lised. To be sure, the CJEU by express Treaty provision controls the interpretation
of EU law,43 and even has a formal legal monopoly over declaring acts of EU institu-
tions to be in violation of the Treaty.44 As far as real-world private plaintiffs are con-
cerned, however, the gatekeepers of EU law are, for the most part, the Member State
courts. When a Member State court declines to hear, or otherwise refuses to adjudi-
cate, an EU law claim (and refuses to refer relevant questions to the CJEU), the plain-
tiff usually has no recourse other than an appeal or fresh action within that same
Member State’s system of courts.45

Even after Köbler’s extraordinary decision to allow an action in a lower Member
State court to check the judgment of that same Member State’s high court,46 the
claimant in such an action is still operating within that Member State’s judiciary.
To be sure, the Treaties allow for the creation of ‘specialised courts’ at the EU
level where plaintiffs may access the EU’s own courts directly. But the Treaties
allow for these specialised courts only for ‘certain’ actions and, it would seem,
only for ‘specific areas’ of the law.47 We might yet witness a fundamental shift,
and this authorisation could be interpreted more expansively in the future. But, so
far, the Parliament and Council have availed themselves of this power only once,
and only in the most traditional and limited way, ie by creating a Civil Service
Tribunal for disputes involving the EU civil service (and then abolishing that
court to move those disputes to the EU’s General Court).48 This seems to be close
to a current constitutional convention or settlement. There is no sign that the EU
legislative bodies are actively considering vastly expanding the jurisdiction of first
instance courts at the EU level to match the jurisdiction of lower-level federal courts
in the United States. There is not even a sense the EU legislature believes it has the
power to do so.

42 Seinfeld, note 41 above.
43 Art 19(1) Treaty on European Union (‘TEU’).
44 See Srl CILFIT and Lanificio di Gavardo SpA v Ministry of Health, 283/81, EU:C:1982:335;
Foto-Frost v Hauptzollamt Lübeck-Ost, 314/85, EU:C:1987:452.
45 Under the right circumstances, a plaintiff might jump from the courts of one to those of another
Member State. Even so, forum shopping will be among national courts.
46 Köbler v Republik Österreich, C-224/01, EU:C:2003:513.
47 Art 19 TEU, Arts 256, 257 Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (‘TFEU’).
48 See eg G Butler, ‘An Interim Post-Mortem: Specialised Courts in the EU Judicial Architecture after
the Civil Service Tribunal’ (2020) 17 International Organizations Law Review 586.
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Under these circumstances, then, the stakes in the EU for determining the duties of
state courts are even higher than in the United States. For the most part, the quest in
the European Union for private plaintiffs boils down to doing things properly in
Member State courts, or doing them not at all. Individuals (and other private parties)
have direct access to the EU’s own courts in Luxembourg only when suing EU insti-
tutions and only under highly restrictive standing rules.49 For all their other claims
based on EU law, it is national courts all the way down. Put simply, private litigants
suing anyone other than the EU itself will not get to an EU court without the assist-
ance of some national court. To be sure, the Commission or another Member State
may bring an action against the Member State for infringing the Treaties by failing
to obey or enforce EU law, and the Commission and others can initiate an Article 7
proceeding50, or perhaps even withhold financial assistance.51 But, again, unless the
claim is against the Union itself, private litigants are limited to bringing their EU law
claim in the courts of the Member States.
Returning to the normative implications of structure, and just briefly to the trans-

atlantic comparison, this highlights the apparent paradox of judicial federalism as we
compare the European Union with the United States. In both systems, component
state courts are creatures of component state law, deriving their organisation and
authority as courts from the component states themselves. But while the European
Union is generally a less tightly consolidated federal union than the United States,
the EU placesmore demands on its component state courts to make the overall system
work.
Of course, one person’s paradox is another’s hydraulic connection. One might say

that the EU places more demands on its component state courts than the U.S. pre-
cisely because the EU depends more heavily on Member State courts to maintain
an overall complete system of judicial enforcement. Here as elsewhere, what the
EU lacks in organisational infrastructure at the Union level, it must make up for
by cajoling and conscripting the Member States to act on its behalf. This is, after
all, the idea of a vertical system of federalism in Europe. Whereas in the United
States, federal law can always, if necessary, be vindicated in federal court, the
more radical decentralisation of judicial authority in the European Union means
that a complete system of judicial enforcement can only be achieved in the EU by
an unyielding obligation on Member State courts to implement Union law. The bot-
tom line: as far as individual rights against anyone other than EU institutions them-
selves are concerned, in the European Union, the rule of law and the system of
judicial enforcement are only as strong as Member State courts make it.

49 Ie, a suit against the civil service or a direct suit against the EU institutions under the highly restrict-
ive standing rules of Article 263 TFEU.
50 Under Article 7 TEU, the Commission, Parliament, or one third of Member States may initiate a
procedure in the European Council to suspend certain rights of a Member States where there is a
‘clear risk of a serious breach by a Member State of the values referred to in Article 2’.
51 Cf V Viță, Research for REGI Committee – Conditionalities in Cohesion Policy, European
Parliament, Policy Department for Structural and Cohesion Policies, Brussels (2018).
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B. The Positive Foundations of National Procedural Authority

Just as we can see both sides of the balance between EU primacy and national pro-
cedural authority in the deep structure of EU law, we see traces of both sides in the
text of the Treaty. The tension between EU law primacy and effectiveness, on the one
hand, and national procedural autonomy, on the other, is reflected here as well.
On the one hand, the EU treaties have come to gesture toward primacy and articulate

quite strongly the obligation of Member State courts to bring about a complete system
of judicial enforcement. For example, by now, the Treaties have codified—if only by
way of non-binding declaration—the CJEU’s holdings on the ‘primacy’ of EU law,
including Costa’s statement concerning primacy over all domestic legal provisions:

[T]he law stemming from the [T]reaty, an independent source of law, could not,
because of its special and original nature, be overridden by domestic legal provisions,
however framed, without being deprived of its character as Community law andwithout
the legal basis of the Community itself being called into question.52

The Treaty Declaration incorporating Costa’s insistence on primacy over all national
rules ‘however framed’, thus suggests an all-encompassing primacy that would seem
to extend to the entire trinity of normativity—from substance to procedure and remedy.
Furthermore, since Lisbon, the Treaties make explicit—in Article 47 of the Charter of
Fundamental Rights—that individuals have a right to an ‘effective remedy’ to vindicate
their EU rights in court. The Treaty of Lisbon includes a corresponding provision—
Article 19(1) of the Treaty on European Union—which provides that the CJEU’s
usual role ‘to ensure that in the interpretation and application of the Treaties the law is
observed’ is expressly complemented by the Member States’ duty to ‘provide remedies
sufficient to ensure effective legal protection in the fields covered byUnion law’.53 These
provisions, in turn, expand on earlier, more general provisions, such as the duty of sincere
cooperation,54 as well as the judicially developed principle of effectiveness.55

52 Declaration 17 Concerning Primacy, Treaty of Lisbon (quoting Costa, note 14 above) (emphasis
added); cf Art I-6, Draft Constitutional Treaty.
53 Art 19(1) TEU.
54 Art 4(3) TEU; cf Art 5 Treaty Establishing the European Economic Community.
55 See eg Franz Grad v Finanzamt Traunstein, 9/70, EU:C:1970:78. The Lisbon Treaty has shifted
the case law and conversation surrounding effectiveness to focus principally on the positive remedial
provisions of primary Union law. See M Bobek, ‘The Effects of EU Law in the National Legal
Systems’ in C Barnard and S Peers (eds), European Union Law (Oxford University Press, 2014). I
should add, however, that the court is by no means consistent in its emphasis on Article 47 over a
more general invocation of the principle of effectiveness. Cf eg, Ministerio de Defensa v Ana de
Diego Porras, C-619/17, EU:C:2018:936; Martina Sciotto v. Fondazione Teatro dell’Opera di
Roma, C-331/17, EU:C:2018:859; Grupo Norte Facility SA v. Angel Manuel Moreira Gómez,
C-574/16, EU:C:2018:390 (effectiveness); EOS KSI Slovensko s.r.o. v Ján Danko and Margita
Danková, C-448/17, EU:C:2018:745 (effectiveness); with Conley King v The Sash Window
Workshop Ltd and Richard Dollar, C-214/16, EU:C:2017:914 (Art 47 EU Charter of Fundamental
Rights (‘CFR’)); Juan Carlos Sánchez Morcillo and María del Carmen Abril García v Banco
Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria SA, C-169/14, EU:C:2014:2099 (Art 47 CFR); Monika Kušionová v
SMART Capital, as, C-34/13, EU:C:2014:2189 (Art 47 CFR).
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Returning to Prechal just briefly, it would thus seem to follow, based on these pro-
visions alone, that Member State rules of procedure should indeed give way to the
effective enforcement of an EU right, regardless of whether that Member State
enforces similar domestic rights less effectively. These provisions would therefore
seem to support the Kakouris/Bobek view that the primacy of EU law is to be
made effective and complete, no matter what.
On the other hand, however, we also find constraints in the Treaties to suggest res-

ervation on this score. We need not delve deeply into the important and pervasive
feature of constitutional pluralism,56 whereby the CJEU must always attend to
what youmight call ‘the view from the other side’. On that pluralist structural account
of the Union,Member States retain good cause to view the EU and its powers through
the lens of each of their own constitutions. But even without actively considering
constitutional pluralism, i.e., even purely from the point of view of EU law itself,
there are limitations to any claim of unvarnished EU supremacy. Even purely from
the point of view of positive EU law itself, it cannot be maintained that Union law
pays no heed to Member State interests in their own procedures and remedies.
On the Member State side of the ledger, the treaties do not confer any direct, gen-

eral legislative power on the Union to determine Member State procedural law. To be
sure, under the doctrine of implied powers, the CJEU has held that the scope of EU
law is to be understood in functional terms, where demands of procedure and rem-
edies (civil or criminal), may flow from the enumeration of substantive compe-
tences.57 And properly so. Procedures and remedies must be entailed by substance
at least in part, or else the trinity of legal normativity—and hence the normativity
of substantive law itself—would be incomplete. And yet, regulating the Member
States’ institutional organisation, such as judicial procedure, is nonetheless recog-
nised as involving a notionally distinct exercise of power. This is evidenced, for
example, by the express conferral on the Union of carefully circumscribed authority
to regulate certain aspects of civil and criminal procedure for the purpose of enhan-
cing judicial cooperation in matters with cross-border implications.58

Procedural and remedial demands, therefore, must be considered an additional
step of harmonisation beyond that of harmonising the underlying substantive law
itself, and thus trigger review under the general background principles of Union
law, including subsidiarity, proportionality, and respect for Member States’ national
constitutional identity.59 This suggests caution before overriding Member State

56 See eg M Avbelj and J Komarek (eds), Constitutional Pluralism in the European Union and
Beyond (Hart, 2012) (chapters by Halberstam, Kumm, Maduro, and Walker).
57 Commission v Council (environmental sanctions), C-176/03, EU:C:2005:542; Commission v
Council (ship-source pollution), C-440/05, EU:C:2007:625.
58 See Arts 81–82 TFEU.
59 Cf G de Búrca, ‘The Principle of Subsidiarity and the Court of Justice as an Institutional Actor’
(1998) 36 Journal of Common Market Studies 217, p 234 (discussing applicability of subsidiarity to
ECJ’s own doctrines); E T Swaine, ‘Subsidiarity and Self-Interest: Federalism at the European Court
of Justice’ (2000) 41Harvard International Law Journal 1 (suggesting applicability of subsidiarity ana-
lysis to the Court’s development of the Francovich doctrine).
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procedural and remedial rules without concern for Member State interests. Indeed, as
the Lisbon Treaty has made clear, subsidiarity applies not just to the substantive deci-
sion to regulate, but to the ‘form of Union action’ as well.60 Neither ‘shall… exceed
what is necessary to achieve the objectives of the Treaties’.61 To be sure, the drafters
of the Treaty likely had the choice of regulation versus directive foremost in mind as
they amended the statement of the principle of subsidiarity to include the ‘form of
Union action’. But we should not understand the applicability of subsidiarity to
‘form’ so narrowly. Subsidiarity should apply to both form and substance more
broadly understood. After all, what is sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander:
if the legal normativity of EU law encompasses substance, procedure, and remedy,
the same must go for any restrictions on EU law based on subsidiarity, proportion-
ality, and respect for national constitutional identities. All three aspects of EU law
—substance, procedure, and remedy—must be subject to these constitutional con-
straints as well.
Seen from the vantage point of conferral, especially after Lisbon, authority over

procedures and remedies might thus be viewed as a kind of ‘shared’ competence,62

subject to displacement by the Union under the usual constraints. Given the trinity of
legal normativity, the direct conferral of substantive competences of the Union
includes the implied conferral of the necessary attendant procedural and remedial
competences as well.63 Under ordinary rules of shared competences, the exercise
of Union power does not have the effect of pre-empting all Member State activity
in the entire field of such activity, but displaces national rules only ‘to the extent’
the Union has exercised its own powers.64 As the Lisbon Treaty’s Protocol on shared
competences emphasises: ‘the scope of this exercise of competence only covers
those elements governed by the Union act in question and therefore does not cover
the whole area’.65 Exercising shared competence only regarding certain ‘elements’
thus anticipates Union regulation of substance while leaving national procedures
and remedies in place. This alone precludes jumping from the regulation of substance
to the conclusion that the Union is displacing Member State procedural and remedial
rules as well. The exercise of the further step beyond substantive regulation into the
regulation of procedure and remedies is thus revealed as a separate act of regulation,
subject to a separate review for its legislative grounding and constitutional propriety.
Moreover, as the Union is rarely exercising any directly conferred procedural or

remedial competences when harmonising national procedures and remedies,66 but

60 Art 5(4); cf T Tridimas, ‘Competences after Lisbon’ in D Ashiagbor, N Countouris, and I Lianos
(eds), The European Union after the Treaty of Lisbon (Cambridge University Press, 2012).
61 Ibid.
62 See Arts 2–5 TFEU.
63 See note 17 above and accompanying text.
64 Art 2(2) TFEU; cf Tridimas, note 28 above, pp 64–65; R Schütze, ‘Supremacy without
Pre-emption? The Very Slowly Emergent Doctrine of Community Pre-emption’ (2006) 43 Common
Market Law Review 1023.
65 Treaty of Lisbon, Protocol (No 25) on the Exercise of Shared Competences (emphasis added).
66 Save, for example, in the case of measures under Articles 81–82 TFEU.
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instead mostly exercising implied powers based on the Union’s substantive compe-
tences, extending substantive measures into harmonising procedures and remedies
triggers a more careful review of the necessity and propriety of that extension than
regarding those expressly authorised substantive measures alone. The Court has
never policed the exercise of the EU’s competences all that closely,67 only rarely
striking down an EU measure for having overstepped the scope of Union compe-
tences. In light of the general reliance on Member State’s institutions, and the gen-
erally ancillary and hence implied nature of the Union’s power over procedure and
remedies, however, review for compliance with subsidiarity, proportionality, and
respect for national constitutional identities is thus (properly) more stringent here
than when it comes to the exercise of expressly conferred competences.
This, then, is the normative flipside of structure as positively recognised in the

Treaties. Because of the structural dependence of the Union on Member State courts,
and because Member State courts receive their authority as courts from Member
State law,68 every procedural demand on Member State courts is itself an imposition
on the Member States that must be compatible with the principles of subsidiarity,
proportionality, and a proper respect for national constitutional identity. And given
that (except for regulation under, say, Articles 81 or 82 TFEU on judicial cooperation
in cross-border matters), we are dealing with the exercise of an implied power over
procedures and remedies to effectuate a substantive measure, the review under those
three constraints tends to be stricter than when considering the underlying substan-
tive measure alone. This both explains and justifies the existence of a ‘presumption’
in favour of Member State procedures and, more important, the stringency with
which it is pursued. It also provides the normative foundation for EU law interven-
tions into those national judicial procedures. In sum, it drives the Court’s initial pre-
sumption in favour of national procedures, and the so called ‘balancing’ exercise
between EU primacy, on the one hand, and national procedural autonomy, on the
other, to ascertain whether the presumption in favour of national procedures and rem-
edies should be overcome.
Notice what we have just done. Having reconstructed the normative foundation of

Member States’ claim to procedural authority, that normative claim cannot simply
vanish in the face of explicit EU law rules. We thus moved from permissive to pre-
scriptive national procedural authority. Both exist.
Recall the opening line of the Rewe test (‘In the absence of Community rules on

this subject …’.). This says preciously little about what happens in the presence of
Community law rules on the subject. It would be a plain logical fallacy to conclude
that the inverse of Rewe’s conditional statement were true.69 The Rewe statement
does not suggest, for example, that in the presence of Community law rules on the

67 Cf eg Tridimas, note 60 above.
68 Compare Kakouris, note 9 above (relying on Kelsen) with Halberstam, note 38 above (distinguish-
ing Kelsen’s unitary conception of federalism from more plural conceptions of Madison, Webster, and
Schmitt).
69 Just as ‘if x, then y’, does not necessarily entail its logical inverse ‘if not x, then not y’, so, too, the
statement ‘in the absence of Community rules, national procedures govern’ does not necessarily entail
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subject, any such Community rules inevitably trump all national procedural rules.
Having established the normative foundation of Member States’ claim to national
procedural authority, that national authority can only be displaced by a superior
claim of authority on the part of the Union. Even where a given procedural rule is
spelled out in positive EU law, one must therefore inquire—however quickly and
with whatever deference to the EU legislature one might do so—whether such EU
law displacement of national procedures is constitutionally justified. Therefore, hav-
ing held substantive EU law valid, the CJEUmust ask, separately, whether the further
intrusion into Member State procedural and remedial law is justified according to
subsidiarity, proportionality, and a proper respect for national constitutional identity.

IV. HOWTHECOURTMADEASIMPLE IDEASOCOMPLICATED –

UNCOVERING ‘PRUDENTIAL AVOIDANCE’

For starters, of course, ‘national procedural autonomy’ is an unfortunate misnomer.
A better term would be ‘national procedural authority’. The latter more accurately
describes the existence of such prima facie authority without the confusing overtones
of a special kind of untouchability that ‘autonomy’ implies. We shall therefore use
‘national procedural authority’ instead of ‘national procedural autonomy’ here, rea-
lising full well that seeking to change the moniker of any grand general principle of
EU law is an uphill battle. In any event, speaking about national procedural ‘author-
ity’ more properly situates the inquiry in the domain of competences and the prin-
ciple of conferral.70

But the trouble does not end there. Let us return to the twin ideas of permissive
versus prescriptive national procedural authority (or autonomy, if you insist) to see
how, in failing to distinguish between the two, the CJEU further contributed to con-
fusion. We can easily distinguish between the two in theory, as we have done here:
permissiveMember State procedural authority exists whenever the Union legislature
in its legislative wisdom willingly permits Member States to apply their existing pro-
cedures and remedies; prescriptive Member State procedural authority, by contrast,
exists where the EU Treaties, as matter of EU constitutional law, prescribe limits on
Union interference with those Member State rules.
The difficulty is that in practice, the permissive and prescriptive often run together.

This is not just true of this court and this particular area of adjudication. It’s a perva-
sive feature of all constitutional adjudication around the world in all domains.
Instead of determining that a legislature (or executive) overstepped its constitutional
limits, judges in all areas of constitutional adjudication will often rather decide
that the legislature (or executive) never intended the potentially unconstitutional
act in the first place. To be sure, at times the legislative (or executive) purpose
may be reasonably clear, such as when a directive mandates shifting the burden of

(F'note continued)

that ‘in the presence of Community law, national procedures do not govern’. In each case, a separate
enquiry is necessary to determine the consequences of negating the hypothesis.
70 Cf Kakouris, note 9 above (making a similar argument, albeit on Kelsenian grounds).
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proof.71 But when it is not clear what the political actor chose, a judge can hold in
favour of the party complaining of a purportedly unconstitutional or ultra vires act
without declaring the act itself to be unconstitutional, simply by giving a narrow
interpretation of the act. The judge thereby prudently interprets the act in question
by construing its purpose in such a way as to avoid the more difficult constitutional
standoff. This leaves the potential constitutional conflict between a more broadly
construed act and any hard constitutional constraints for another day. By postponing
that conflict to another day, a judge need not decide in the case at hand, and may even
studiously avoid deciding in the future, whether a more broadly construed act would
actually violate the constitution.
This is simple stuff. It is ubiquitous in constitutional adjudication the world over.

Americans call it the Ashwander principle after the eponymous US Supreme Court
case that most prominently invoked the idea,72 or the more descriptive ‘constitutional
avoidance’.73 Canadians, the British, andmuch of the Commonwealth call it ‘reading
down’ a statute.74 But the CJEU does not yet seem to have a name for it—let alone
acknowledge the practice.
‘Prudential avoidance’, as we shall call it here, is generally a welcome judicial

practice. The term ‘prudential avoidance’, which we shall use here, is especially suit-
able for the setting of the EU Treaties, which still not everyone likes to call a consti-
tution. Above all, ‘prudential avoidance’ emphasises that the avoidance of the larger
Treaty (ie constitutional) question is not arbitrary, mistaken, or lazy, but a deliberate
and often wise exercise of judicial caution. Consistent with judicial minimalism and
conducive to productive dialogue between the courts and the political branches, pru-
dential avoidance keeps courts from drawing unnecessary lines in the sand, espe-
cially when those lines are, themselves, difficult to ascertain and defend as matter
of constitutional interpretation. Prudential avoidance also allows the political
branches to reconsider whether they really intend the constitutionally questionable
act or whether they wish to recraft their act in response to a narrowing judicial con-
struction, all without the embarrassment of having their work product struck down.
In response to a narrowing construction motivated by prudential avoidance, the pol-
itical branches can either let the narrow construction stand, or take new action that is
more explicit, better tailored or broader, and coupled with a more full-throated
defence and stronger supporting record. And if the political branches do insist on
re-enacting the broader, more constitutionally troubling version of the act, prudential

71 See eg Art 8 Racial Equality Directive. Our discussion focuses on legislative acts here, even though
there may be other acts, such as administrative or executive-type decisions that are subject to the same
calculus we discuss in the text.
72 Ashwander v Tennessee Valley Authority, 297 US 288 (1936).
73 The idea was elaborated on by Alexander Bickel in terms of the ‘passive virtues’ of the judiciary.
See A M Bickel, The Least Dangerous Branch: The Supreme Court at the Bar of Politics (The
Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1962). Bickel’s idea, in turn, was intellectually indebted to James Bradley
Thayer’s proposed rule of ‘clear mistake’. J B Thayer, ‘The Origin and Scope of the American
Doctrine of Constitutional Law’ (1893) 7 Harvard Law Review 129.
74 See eg P W Hogg, Constitutional Law of Canada, 3rd ed (Carswell, 1992), Sec 15.7.
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avoidance on the earlier iteration allows the court, in turn, on the second time around,
to reconsider its constitutional assumptions and preliminary considerations without
the embarrassment of having to overturn its own precedent in doing so. Overall, then,
opting for prudential avoidance is often a wise judicial choice.
But prudential avoidance can be obfuscatory and unhelpful when courts do not

indicate whether they are doing it or whether, instead, they are actually, positively,
and definitively adjudicating the constitutional limits of the contested action. To
be sure, every decision of prudential avoidance implicitly has taken a long look at
the constitutional question it seeks to avoid. After all, the court must determine
whether the constitutional question it is avoiding is a difficult one or whether the
question is readily resolved. But a court usually ought to signal whether it means
to decide that constitutional question definitively, or only to suggest that in light
of a difficult constitutional question, which the court leaves undecided, the legisla-
tion (or other act) should be read more narrowly to avoid deciding that harder ques-
tion. To be sure, signalling that a court is engaging in prudential avoidance does not
always require identifying the precise constitutional question it seeks to avoid. That
would sometimes defeat the purpose of prudential avoidance. But when engaging in
prudential avoidance, it is generally useful for a court to make clear that it is ultim-
ately disposing of the case at hand on the basis of a positive interpretation of the sec-
ondary legislation (or executive act) involved.
This, then, seems to be the main difficulty with the CJEU’s current jurisprudence on

national procedural autonomy: the Court is often entirely unclear whether it means to
rule in favour ofMember State procedural autonomy as amatter of the (prudential) con-
struction of the EU legislature’s purpose, or as a matter of some hard prescriptive con-
stitutional judgment. For instance, Michael Dougan has described the caselaw as giving
priority to Member State procedural law (properly, in his view) where the general har-
monisation in a particular area of the law is slight, and more easily displacing Member
State procedural law where harmonisation is strong.75 But it is not clear—either in
Dougan’s account or the decisions of the Court he is analysing—whether this is due
to an interpretation of legislative purpose (ie that the Union legislature intends to har-
monise Member State procedures if and only if the substantive law is strongly harmo-
nised as well), or whether this is due to hard constitutional requirements, such as the
principle of subsidiarity or proportionality (ie that a justifiable need to harmonise pro-
cedure can only exist where substantive Union law is harmonised as well). Dougan is
not at fault in failing to specify these options. The Court itself does not consistently link
its deference to Member State procedures, whenever it gives such deference, to the
Court’s construction of the Union’s legislative purpose. Nor does the Court link such
deference to any (even implicit) constitutional judgments regarding subsidiarity, pro-
portionality, or respect for Member State constitutional identity.
Returning to our opening distinction, what Prechal, Dougan, and Lenaerts describe

as a balancing test (ie weighing the objective reasons to defer to existing Member
State procedures against the importance of vindicating Union law), should properly

75 See eg Dougan, note 27 above, pp 201–02, 310 ff.
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be seen as two balancing tests, or, put more precisely, as a balancing test performed in
two different registers: the first permissive and the second, prescriptive. The first
determines which procedures and remedies the EU legislature intended to permit
Member States to control, and the second investigates which procedures the EU
legislature might be constitutionally required to leave under Member State control.
As part of the first investigation into legislative purpose, the CJEU should gener-

ally presume that Union law does not intend to displaceMember State procedural and
remedial rules. Especially in the case of secondary legislation, the EU legislature
must be presumed to operate with a good understanding that Member State courts
remain creatures of the Member States, that the Union’s competence over national
procedural and remedial rules outside Articles 83 and 84 TFEU is based on a func-
tional extension of the underlying substantive competence, and that the Union in this
separate regulation of national procedures and remedies must comply separately with
the principles of subsidiary, proportionality, and a proper respect for Member State
constitutional identity. The Court therefore can and should, on balance, defer to
Member State procedures unless there is good evidence (either by express stipulation
or as might emerge from a particular context) that the Union’s legislature indeed
intended to displace those Member State procedures.
Only where the Union legislature may be fairly said to intend that Union proce-

dures and remedies operate inMember State courts, must the Court squarely confront
the second, prescriptive constitutional question. This, too, involves a balance, and it
looks much like the first, but this time it occurs in the hard register of constitutional
adjudication as opposed to legislative interpretation coupled with prudential avoid-
ance.76 Now the Court must decide definitively whether, due to the principles of
subsidiary, proportionality, and a proper respect for Member State constitutional
identity, the Union is constitutionally prohibited by the Treaties from imposing
certain procedures on Member State courts.
To be sure, reading down legislation as a matter of prudential avoidance is itself a

significant judicial intervention,77 with all the legal and political consequences of
forcing the legislature to pass new legislation if the legislature wishes to insist on
something the CJEU thought not explicit enough in the original legislation. Hence
the insistence here on identifying the normative foundation even for the mere inter-
pretive ‘presumption’ that creates a speedbump (but not a roadblock) for the political
branches. But as long as the Court itself is open about what it is doing, deferring to
the Member States based on the narrow prudential interpretation of Union law may

76 Hard is relative. Constitutional adjudication, too, can be set aside later without a court confessing
error. A court, for example, could strike down a measure as not justified only to uphold a redesigned
measure later in the context of quite similar legislation on the same matter that has been more carefully
tailored. CompareGermany v Parliament and Council (Tobacco Directive), C-376/98, EU:C:2000:544,
[2000] ECR I-8419, with The Queen v Sec. of State for Health ex parte British-American Tobacco,
C-491/01, EU:C:2002:741, [2002] ECR I-11453. Even so, telling the legislature that it failed to provide
sufficient constitutional justification for what it clearly intended to do is more intrusive than ruling the
legislature was insufficiently clear in their demand for a particular procedure.
77 For a flavour of the English debates, for example, see the short piece by Neil Duxbury, ‘Reading
Down’ (2016) 20 Green Bag 2d 155.
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enhance political engagement, increase transparency, and contribute to the Court’s
legitimacy. Especially on the latter, different degrees of deference across time or
across different areas of the law to Member State procedures as a result of prudential
interpretation of the varying legislative purposes seems far more plausible than hard
constitutional prescriptions that seem to vary inexplicably from case to case.

V. SOME APPLICATIONS

With a constitutional approach based on competences, a distinction between permis-
sive and prescriptive national procedural authority, plus a recognition of the role pru-
dential avoidancemay play, we can sort some decisions more sensibly. For instance,
respect for, say, the passive role of a judge in civil proceedings78 or for the preclusion
of loss as a result of unilateral appeal (reformatio in pejus) in the Netherlands,79 are
likely prescribed by the Treaties, at least in certain settings,80 and therefore may
represent constitutional prescriptive judgments regarding the Treaty-based limits
of EU law. Such respect for Member State procedures should therefore not vary
much across time or different areas of the law.
By contrast, other decisions on deference to Member State procedures, such as

deference to Member State rules limiting the retroactivity of damages,81 are better
seen as the result of the Court’s prudential interpretation that the Union’s legislature
intended to permit national rules to govern national proceedings. In the latter case,
the question whether the Member State procedural rules can be displaced consistent
with the primary law of the Union can easily be (re)considered, if the Union
legislature were to insist more clearly on pre-empting suchMember State procedures,
or if a different context might make displacing the national rules a more pressing
concern.82

This constitutional approach also allows us to shed systematic light on two peren-
nial concerns about the Court’s decisions in this area. First, with regard to primary
law, it helps us clear up a hitherto persistent puzzle in the supposed conflict between
national procedural authority and supremacy. Second, with regard to secondary law,
it may help explain the Court’s varying deference to national procedures and remed-
ies in different areas of substantive law.

78 Jeroen van Schijndel and Johannes Nicolaas Cornelis van Veen v Stichting Pensioenfonds voor
Fysiotherapeuten, C-430/93 and C-431/93, EU:C:1995:441.
79 Heemskerk BV and Firma Schaap v Productschap Vee en Vlees, C-455/06, EU:C:2008:650.
80 Cf V Trstenjak and E Beysen, ‘European Consumer Protection Law: Curia Semper Dabit
Remedium?’ (2011) 48 Common Market Law Review 95, p 99 n 13.
81 See eg H Steenhorst-Neerings v Bestuur van de Bedrijfsvereniging voor Detailhandel, Ambachten
en Huisvrouwen, C-338/91, EU:C:1993:857.
82 To be sure, a prescriptive constitutional judgment can be revisited as well, whether to overturn the
earlier judgment or to reassess the constitutional balance of subsidiarity and proportionality in light of
new circumstances. But, again, the permissive calculus is performed in the softer register of construing
legislative purpose, whereas the prescriptive calculus is performed in the more fraught register of con-
stitutional construction. I shall refrain from elaborating on this any further here.
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A. Primary Law: Resolving the Simmenthal/Rewe Contradiction

Unpacking the judicial calculus, as we have done here, helps clear up the ‘puzzle’ or
‘contradiction’ that Prechal and others identified between the Simmenthal/
Factortame line of judgments, on the one hand, and the Rewe/Comet line of judg-
ments, on the other.83 The charge is generally one of inconsistency and confusion
in deciding Simmenthal and Factortame on primacy grounds, as opposed to the
equivalence and effectiveness grounds of Rewe and Comet.
A straightforward response might be to charge the Court with conflating proce-

dures and remedies. Recall Koen Lenaerts’s opening bid allocating not just ‘proced-
ural rules’ but also ‘remedies’ to the courts of the Member States. He did so in the
course of discussing the balancing act in accommodating national procedural auton-
omy. Some might say President Lenaerts and the Court are confusing by not distin-
guishing carefully enough between procedures and remedies. If only we were to
distinguish carefully between the two—and extend national procedural autonomy
only strictly to procedural rules but not to remedies—matters would be clear.
National procedural rules would thereby be saved from EU intrusion, while national
remedial rules would be stamped out by the hard primacy of substantive EU law.
After all, so this argument goes, it is called the principle of national ‘procedural’
autonomy, not the principle of national ‘remedial’ autonomy.
Indeed, as any decent remedies textbook will tell you, substance is your right, rem-

edies are what you get for that right, and procedures are what take you from one to the
other.84 Remedies (such as whether you may bring a cause of action for damages,
whether you get damages or equitable relief, or whether you can appeal an adverse
judgment to a higher court) are therefore more closely tied to substance than those
petty pesky procedures (such as time limitations, filing requirements, evidence
rules, and so on). Given that remedies are more closely related to substance, they
tend to tap into the primacy of substantive law. After all, for every right there is a
remedy, as Chief Justice Marshall was not the first to say, with nary a mention of pro-
cedure.85Ubi ius, ibi remedium.86 Procedures, on this view, are mostly the technical-
ities that do not really relate to substance, and hence do not tap into the primacy of
substantive law.
Unless, of course, they do. As that same textbook should tell you, at least if it really is

decent, the distinction between procedures and remedies, and indeed the distinction
between procedure and substance, more broadly, is not so crisp after all. Even if you

83 See Prechal, note 6 above, p 687.
84 See eg D Laycock and R L Hasen, Modern American Remedies: Cases and Materials, 5th ed
(Wolters Kluwer, 2018).
85 Marbury v Madison, 5 US 137 (1803), pp 163–66, quoting W Blackstone, Commentaries on the
Laws of England, Vol 3 (1723–1780), p 23; cf Ashby v White (1703) 92 ER 126 (Opinion of Lord Chief
Justice Holt).
86 Or, indeed, the other way around: ‘Ubi remedium, ibi jus’. For critical discussions, see eg T
Sampsell-Jones, ‘The Myth of Ashby v White’ (2010) 8 University of St Thomas Law Journal 40; D
H Zeigler, ‘Rights, Rights of Action, and Remedies: An Integrated Approach’ (2001) 76 Washington
Law Review 67.
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do not subscribe to Justice Holmes’s ‘badman’ theory of the law,87 or to a process the-
ory of rights,88 if there is one thing sociological jurisprudence and legal realism have
taught us, it is to be sceptical of leaning too heavily on such formal distinctions.89 In
light of these critical movements, it should appear quite obvious that any substantive
right is controlled, limited, and, in practice, significantly defined by, the procedures
that govern access to the remedies for any breach of that right.
As we suggested at the outset,90 the Court’s judgments therefore properly recog-

nise the functional interconnectedness among substance, procedure, and remedy.
The point of considering this as a kind of trinity of legal normativity, as we did earl-
ier, was to understand the three elements of substance, procedure, and remedy as dif-
ferent aspects of a legal norm that cannot be sharply distinguished from one another.
Plus, each of the three is at least partially constitutive of the other two. A quick
second look for purposes of the more specific question we are considering here con-
firms that no simple distinction between (pre-empted) national remedies and (pre-
served) national procedures can explain the Court’s decisions. It would seem a
rather pointless word game, for example, to classify Simmenthal as a ‘remedial’
case to explain its jumping straight to primacy without first considering national pro-
cedural autonomy in the balance. The judgment concerned Member State rules on
the sequencing or timing of (1) sending a conflict between EU law and Italian legis-
lation to the Italian Constitutional Court and (2) referring a question regarding that
conflict without delay to the CJEU (then-ECJ). To be sure, we can classify the
case as involving a question of ‘remedy’, as it involved the ability of a national
lower court to set aside conflicting national law and the national remedy of an appeal
or reference to the Italian Constitutional Court. At the same time, however, the judg-
ment may just as fairly be classified as involving ‘procedure’, as the question did not
concern the national remedy as such, but the national procedural rule that demanded
that an appeal or reference to the Italian Constitutional Court must precede any poten-
tial reference to the CJEU or setting aside of national law. Thus, if there is a principle
of national procedural authority (even short of the ‘autonomy’ the traditional label
seems to promise), it should apply to Member State ‘remedies’ in addition to more
narrowly conceived ‘procedures’.
A better way to resolve the supposed contradiction is to begin by acknowledging,

as suggested here, that primacy is always operating as one factor in the decision

87 See O W Holmes, Jr, ‘The Path of the Law’ (1897) 10 Harvard Law Review 457.
88 See eg J Tidmarsh, ‘A Process Theory of Torts’ (1994) 51Washington & Lee Law Review 1313; M
Kumm, ‘What Do You Have in Virtue of a Constitutional Right? On the Place and Limits of the
Proportionality Requirement’ in S Paulsen and G Pavlakos (eds), Law, Rights, Discourse: Themes of
the Work of Robert Alexy (Hart, 2007), p 131; B C Zipursky, ‘Civil Recourse, Not Corrective
Justice’ (2003) 91 Georgetown Law Journal 695, pp 710–13; S Hershovitz, ‘Harry Potter and the
Trouble with Tort Theory’ (2011) 63 Stanford Law Review 67.
89 Cf eg K Llewellyn, The Bramble Bush (Oceana Pub., 1960), pp 83–84 (‘Absence of remedy is
absence of right. Defect of remedy is defect of right. A right is as big, precisely, as what the courts
will do’.)
90 Section I.B above.
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whether to leave in place Member State procedures and remedies. In that sense, the
two lines of cases, ie Simmenthal/Factortame representing primacy, on the one hand,
andRewe/Comet representingMember State procedural authority (or ‘autonomy’, in the
traditional formulation), on the other, are always present.91 This is true even if only one
line of cases or the other is mentioned in any particular judgment. Once we recognise
that both principles—primacy and national procedural authority (or ‘autonomy’, if you
insist)—are always present, we can chalk up the express mention or more elaborate dis-
cussion of one or the other to judicial rhetoric, strategy, or economy.
Illustrating the point, we can see both principles at work side-by-side in the Court’s

Unibet decision,92 which answered three distinct questions spanning remedies and
procedures. The first question concerned the availability of a free-standing declara-
tory action to challenge a national law’s compatibility with Union law; the second
concerned the availability of an injunction as interim relief in a pending action for
damages; and the third concerned the procedural rules that govern the issuance of
that interim relief. The Court expressly cites both the Rewe/Comet line of cases on
national procedural autonomy as well as the Simmenthal/Factortame line of cases
on supremacy in one breath.93 And even though it does so expressly in answer to
the first question, the same principles inform the entire judgment throughout.
Moreover, the way the two lines of cases play out in answering the three questions
differs not based on whether a given question formally concerns either ‘remedies’
or ‘procedures’. Instead, both lines of cases, which the Court cites in answer to
the first question, undergird the Court’s answers to all three questions. On the
first, the Court essentially holds that as long as equivalence and effectiveness are
maintained, Union law does not require a free-standing declaratory action to deter-
mine whether a given national law is incompatible with Union law. On the second,
the Court essentially harkens back to Factortame to hold that a national tribunal
seized of a matter must be able to provide interim relief where necessary to ensure
the full effectiveness of Union law. And on the third, the Court holds that the proce-
dures governing the issuance of such interim relief are to be determined by national
law, as long as equivalence and effectiveness are preserved. All three questions, then,
are decided on equivalence and effectiveness with supremacy kicking in whenever
the national court would otherwise fail on one or the other.
Second, when seen in this light, we might notice that the principal cases failing to

mention the Rewe/Comet line altogether tend to concern Member States implement-
ing primary, as opposed to secondary, Union law. For instance, even though the dis-
pute in Simmenthal itself was nominally about the enforcement of secondary law, ie
Regulation (EEC) No 805/68 on the common organisation of the market in beef and
veal, the real dispute was about effectuating a core constitutional provision of the

91 Cf eg Peter Pflücke v Bundesanstalt für Arbeit, C-125/01, EU:C:2003:477 (invoking both Rewe
and Simmenthal in the course of considering whether national procedural rule should be sustained or
displaced).
92 Unibet (London) Ltd and Unibet (International) Ltd v Justitiekanslern, C-432/05, ECLI:EU:
C:2007, [2007] ECR I-2271.
93 Ibid, paras 38–44.
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Union’s primary legal architecture, ie the reference procedure of Article 177 EC
(now 267 TFEU) itself. Factortame, in turn, involved primary law on both counts:
first, the underlying substantive question of whether the UK’s fishing vessel rules
violated the Treaty’s non-discrimination provisions and, second, the integrity of
the Treaty’s basic reference procedure. In both Simmenthal and Factortame, the
Court jumped straight to primacy as the framework for analysis. We see the same
in cases regarding general principles and fundamental rights.94 The fact that the dis-
pute in such cases concerns primary—not secondary—Union law may help explain
that quick jump to the primacy of EU law.
When the demand on Member State procedures and remedies is made directly by

primary Union law, considering prudential avoidance (ie asking whether the EU
demand could be ‘read down’ just to avoid the harder constitutional question)
makes little sense. In the case of interpreting primary law, any ‘prudential’ narrowing
of the Union’s demand on the Member States could generally be overcome only by
amending the Treaties themselves, ie by constitutional change. Whenever primary
law demands on Member State procedures are involved, then, there is no such
thing as ‘prudential avoidance’, at least not in the sense we have used the term
here.95 All there is, in such cases, is constitutional adjudication. Any interpretation
deferring to national procedures and remedies would have to result from hard consti-
tutional interpretation, as opposed to more temporary and fluid prudential construc-
tion of Union legislation.96

Third, especially in cases that involve restrictions on such central elements of pri-
mary law as the reference procedure, any limitation on Union law as a matter of con-
stitutional adjudication would spell a limitation on the effectiveness of Union law
everywhere. The Court has been consistent (and rightly so) in its fierce protection
of the reference procedure, given that it lies at the very core of the EU’s constitutional
architecture.97 As far as the reference procedure is concerned, only full effectiveness
will do or else all of Union law is compromised. No surprise, then, that in primary
law cases, especially those involving the effectiveness of the reference procedure
itself, the Court is rather quick to jump emphatically to EU law primacy.

94 Eg Marguerite Johnston v Chief Constable of the Royal Ulster Constabulary, 222/84, EU:
C:1986:206.
95 We set aside for purposes of this article that the pluralist constitutional practice of ‘mutual accom-
modation’ bears some resemblance to the prudential reading down that we discuss here, in the sense that
constitutional pluralism often involves mutual accommodation in the interpretation of the various con-
stitutional claims as a way to avoid a grand conflict, while allowing that a more explicit and deliberate
constitutional demand might not be read in a similarly accommodating manner.
96 For some caveats, see notes 76 and 82 above.
97 See eg Simmenthal, 106/77; Factortame, 213/89; Köbler, C-224/01. Indeed, even when applying
the Rewe/Comet line of cases, the Court will vindicate the integrity of the reference procedure over
national procedural rules. See eg Theresa Emmott v Minister for Social Welfare and Attorney
General, C-208/90, EU:C:1991:333; Peterbroeck, C-312/93, ECLI:EU:C:1995:437, 1995 I-04599.
This should come as no surprise, as the Court staunchly protects the reference procedure as a central
pillar of Union law throughout its case law. Cf eg Opinion 2/13, EU:C:2014:2454 (Accession to the
European Convention on Human Rights).
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Finally, as for the absence of open balancing in these cases, the Court has never
admitted that the principles of subsidiarity, proportionality, or any other form of bal-
ancing have any place in interpreting primary Union law.98 No surprise, then, that
balancing is not much discussed in primary law cases when it comes to procedures
and remedies. The only remaining principle for the Court to consider in such cases
from the perspective of EU law would seem to be Article 4(2) TEU’s respect for
Member State constitutional identity, which is the Treaty’s way of formally incorp-
orating constitutional pluralism into EU law itself. And here we have arrived at the
highest level of judicial diplomacy and self-preservation, which often makes for
bad, or rather opaque, judicial reasoning in actual judgments.99 Investigating the
dance of mutual accommodation that occurs at this level is beyond the scope of
this Article. Suffice it to say here that if the CJEU ultimately gives in to Member
State constitutional demands as part of such pluralist accommodation of national
constitutional identity, it will usually do so not by acknowledging any real balancing
or any real diminution of the effectiveness of EU law on account of national consti-
tutional constraints. Instead, the Court will rather upload and integrate the Member
States’ constraints into EU law, and thereby adopt them as the EU’s own. We
have seen this play out time and again from Solange to Taricco and beyond.100

In short, the centrality of core primary law to the case at issue, and the correspond-
ing absence of prudential avoidance, may often explain the neglect of the Rewe/
Comet line of cases in favour of more ready displacement of Member State proce-
dures on the basis of the primacy of EU law.101

B. Secondary Law: The Shifting Role of Prudential Avoidance

In contrast to primary Union law, secondary legislation may indeed be interpreted
narrowly to preserve restrictiveMember State procedures, whether simply as a matter
of ordinary legislative interpretation or as a matter of prudential avoidance to head off

98 But cf Halberstam, note 1 above (arguing that judgments, such as Germany v Parliament &
Council, C-376/98 on tobacco advertising, may be understood as implicitly applying principles of sub-
sidiarity in the judicial construction of the limits of conferred powers).
99 Cf Northern Securities Co v United States, 193 US 197 (1904), p 400 (Holmes dissenting) (‘Great
cases, like hard cases, make bad law’.).
100 See eg M Bonelli, ‘The Taricco Saga and the Consolidation of Judicial Dialogue in the European
Union’, (2018) 25(3) Maastricht Journal of European & Comparative Law 357. Within the judiciary,
the President of the German Constitutional Court has perhaps most openly acknowledged this form of
balancing or accommodation from the perspective of national constitutional law. See A Voßkuhle,
‘Multilevel Cooperation of the European Constitutional Courts’ (2010) 6 European Constitutional
Law Review 175.
101 Another, pragmatic reason for invoking Rewe/Comet in some cases and primacy in others may sit
on theMember States’ side of the ledger. Where offendingMember State legislation or a simple judicial
rule is involved, the Court of Justice can usually rely on Member State courts to vindicate EU law with
just a soft admonition under Rewe/Comet. Many Member State courts seem to be asking, in effect, for
the CJEU’s approval to hold in favor of EU rights. In cases where the offending Member State rule is
embedded in the Member State’s constitutional law, however, the Member State court may sometimes
need the stronger rhetoric of primacy to vindicate the effectiveness of EU law.
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a larger constitutional question or clash. After all, if the legislature created the right to
be enforced in court, the legislature might have created a more limited right, ie one
restricted by procedural and remedial limitations in national courts, just to avoid any
uncomfortable or difficult constitutional questions a broader right might bring. In the
course of determining the scope of such permissive national authority, ie the national
discretion EU legislation chooses to allow, balancing would seem quite natural and,
therefore, front and centre. Hence, in cases concerning the effectiveness of simple
secondary legislation, the Court will often prominently consider whether it might
not be adequate or sufficient to let Member State procedures stand and whether
Member State procedures serve legitimate functions the Union ought to respect
(or incorporate into EU law itself).102 This essentially is the run-of-the-mill reason-
ableness check and the balancing the Court routinely performs in the absence of EU
law specifying any particular procedural rules.103 And this is also the core of pruden-
tial avoidance and restraint. As discussed previously, a deferential form of balancing,
where the tie goes to the Member States, avoids more difficult constitutional ques-
tions, and may initiate further dialogue with the EU legislature to determine whether
certain procedures and remedies are really needed (or precluded).
But prudential avoidance does not always make sense. First, and rather obviously,

prudential avoidance makes little sense where the procedural demand of secondary
EU legislation is clear. In part this simply explains the basic Rewe test, ie where
EU law rules on procedures and remedies are indeed present, the remainder of the
Rewe formulation falls away. The Rewe presumption, after all, was conditioned on
the ‘absence of Community rules on the subject’.104 But even if you further agree,
as argued here, that some solicitude for Member State procedures is nevertheless
constitutionally prescribed even where Community law rules do exist, prudential
avoidance in such cases still makes little sense. Where secondary legislation
expressly specifies, say, the statute of limitations, or the shifting of the burden of
proof, any limit on EU law’s procedural and remedial demands can be determined
only by considering the constitutional constraints of the foundational Treaties. To
be sure, clarity is ultimately in the eye of the beholder, but, in principle, you do
not read down unambiguous legislation. The same goes for situations where EU
law does not expressly spell out its procedural and remedial demands in the text of
legislation, but such demands are nonetheless quite clear from the context of the
legislation. In such situations, too, only prescriptive constitutional considerations
should keep EU law from displacing national rules.
Second, prudential avoidance may make less sense in areas of dense, substantive

harmonisation. As noted earlier, Michael Dougan and others have observed, and
even advocated for, a sectoral approach, in which the Court gives less deference to
Member State procedural rules in sectors that are, in substance, intensely

102 See Steenhorst-Neerings, note 81 above and accompanying text.
103 See notes 25–33 above and accompanying text.
104 Again, this is not to suggest that the inverse of Rewe’s statement holds. It just means that once there
are Community rules on the subject, Rewe is no longer of any help. Cf note 69 above and accompanying
text.
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harmonised.105 Distinguishing carefully, as we have done here, between the inter-
pretation of legislative purpose, hard constitutional review, and prudential avoidance
helps explain and support that argument. Even without an express intervention into
Member State procedures in the text of EU legislation, there may be good reason, on
the understanding put forth here, for the Court to consider the density of Union regu-
lation in the course of adjudicating whether EU procedures should displace Member
State procedures. Even if the Union’s secondary legislation does not make a particu-
lar procedural demand explicit, the dense regulation or harmonisation of a particular
area of the law may nonetheless suggests an underlying legislative purpose to have
Union law displace ‘domestic legal provisions, however framed’106 (ie including
Member State procedural law).
Put in simple (almost simplistic) terms: the more the Union legislature regulates in

a given area, the more the Union legislature is willing to displace Member State
rules, and the less qualms the judiciary should accordingly have to read EU legis-
lation as intending to displace not only national substantive law but national proced-
ural and remedial rules as well. Intense harmonisation in a given area thus generally
argues against prudential avoidance, and, instead, in favour of interpreting legislation
in that area more broadly, while preserving restrictive national rules only when
required by hard constitutional constraints on EU power. Furthermore, if the intense
harmonisation is indeed justified for purposes of substantive law, the density of sub-
stantive regulation would seem to provide a good foundation on which to argue that
the additional harmonisation of national procedures should satisfy subsidiarity and
proportionality as well.107

Third, and finally, where secondary legislation, such as, say, the equality direc-
tives, gives effect to a general principle of Union law, prudential avoidance should
also have little purchase. Such legislation straddles the divide between primary
and secondary law. And as noted earlier, prudential avoidance makes less sense in
the case of primary law, given that such primary law cannot simply be amended
in response to narrow judicial construction. Moreover, despite the EU legislature
having a legitimate voice in the interpretive construction of primary law, one thing
is clear: the legislature is neither the source nor the sole keeper of primary law.
Accordingly, secondary legislation implementing general principles by providing
for individual justiciable rights to vindicate such primary law, should generally
not be subject to the narrowing construction of prudential avoidance. The presump-
tively broad construction of the substance should carry with it the broad construction
of procedural demands to vindicate that substance broadly as well.108

105 See note 75 above and accompanying text.
106 See Costa, note 14 above; Declaration 17, note 52 above.
107 Unlike considerations of subsidiarity and proportionality, any consideration of respect for Member
State constitutional traditions, by contrast, should not be influenced much, if at all, by whether the har-
monization of substantive law has already proven justified.
108 Cf eg B Fitzpatrick, ‘The Effectiveness of Equality Law Remedies: A European Community Law
Perspective’ in B Hepple and EM Szyszcak, Discrimination: The Limits of Law (Mansell, 1992), p. 67;
C McCrudden, ‘The Effectiveness of European Equality Law: National Mechanisms for Enforcing
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Returning to Lisbon just briefly, this last conclusion is underscored by the codifi-
cation in Article 47(1) of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of ‘the right to an effect-
ive remedy’ for ‘[e]veryone whose rights and freedoms guaranteed by the law of the
Union are violated’. Plus, as Article 19(1) now expressly confirms, the obligation to
provide an effective remedy for such rights is shared among the various courts of the
Union. The patchwork judicial system of the Union we described earlier, ie the com-
plex judicial system comprising the courts the Union itself establishes plus the courts
of the Member States, must work seamlessly to provide a coherent and complete sys-
tem of judicial remedies for all the rights and obligations under Union law.109 This
becomes of special importance in cases of secondary legislation that gives effect to
general principles of primary law, such as equal treatment, as the rights contained in
that secondary legislation are not exclusively of the legislature’s own making.
It is inappropriate, therefore, in cases of secondary legislation that expressly gives

effect to general principles in substance, to read the accompanying legislative pur-
pose regarding procedures and remedies narrowly. Prudential avoidance should
have little purchase here. Put another way, in such cases it must be presumed that
the EU legislature in enacting substantive obligations, intends those obligations to
include broad access to effective relief in court. Thus, for example, even where the
Working Time Directive, which gives unconditional expression to the substantive
right to paid annual leave contained in Article 31(2) CFR, failed to specify that
Member States provide effective access to the judiciary, this no longer matters:

It is true that Directive 2003/88 contains no provisions on judicial remedies available to
theworker, in the case of a disputewith his employer, to enforce his right to paid annual
leave under that directive. However, it is not disputed that the Member States must, in
such a context, ensure compliance with the right to an effective remedy, as enshrined in
Article 47 of the Charter.110

Any narrowing construction of such secondary legislation to avoid a difficult consti-
tutional question is thus unwarranted.

VI. CONCLUSION

Calling the principle of ‘National Procedural Autonomy’ a complex oxymoron
would be unfair.111 But it is indeed a complexly unfortunate term. As an initial

(F'note continued)

Gender Equality Law in the Light of European Requirements’ (1993) 13(3) Oxford Journal of Legal
Studies 320, p 347. The approach discussed in the text still allows the Union legislature to fine tune
any deference to national procedural law, as long as it chooses to do so explicitly (and as long as
such deference to national procedures does not itself entail a fundamental rights violation). It thus
still tethers the CJEU to the EU legislature in the interpretation of such secondary law.
109 Cf Lenaerts, note 2 above.
110 Conley King v The Sash Window Workshop Ltd and Richard Dollar, C-214/16, EU:C:2017:914,
para 41. Cf J Adams-Prassl, ‘Article 47 CFR and the Effective Enforcement of EU Labour Law:
Teeth for Paper Tigers?’ (2020) 11 European Labour Law Journal 391.
111 Cf W Shakespeare, Sonnet 130 (‘My mistress’ eyes, are nothing like the sun’.).
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matter, the adjective ‘procedural’ is problematic, as the arena of Member State
authority to which the principle extends, includes not only national procedures,
strictly understood, but also national remedies (including what some might further
divide into remedies and relief). It thus governs not only matters most narrowly con-
sidered ‘procedure’ (eg time limitations and rules of evidence),112 but also allowable
forms of action (eg free-standing constitutional complaints),113 as well as judicial
relief (eg money damages, publicity, reinstatement, and injunctions).114 The noun
in national procedural ‘autonomy’ is also deeply misleading—and the reason why
this article prefers calling it the principle of national procedural ‘authority’.
National procedures and remedies are not immune from EU law. They are not
even uniquely shielded from EU law intrusion. What we have instead, is an acknow-
ledgment that EU law mostly piggybacks on the institutional organisation of national
courts without any general authority over their organisation, and thus mostly with
only implied power to regulate national procedures and remedies insofar as necessary
for the effectuation of the Union’s substantive law. As such, EU law preserves and
respects national judiciaries’ organisational rules, interfering only as needed to
protect the substance of EU law, and doing so only as consistent with subsidiarity,
proportionality, and a proper respect for national constitutional identity.
This helps explain and, to a certain extent, justify the Court’s varying deference to

Member State procedures and remedies, and it provides the proper normative con-
tours for the inquiry the Court must perform. The Court must first consider the per-
missive aspect of national procedural authority, ie what national procedures and
remedies EU legislation positively permits. Only after determining the extent of posi-
tive permission, and concluding that existing national procedures and remedies do
not match the legislative purpose, must the Court squarely confront the more diffi-
cult, prescriptive question of any further respect for national procedures and remed-
ies the EU treaties may mandate.
In a practice of prudential avoidance, however, the Court already has that more

difficult constitutional question in mind—and seeks to avoid it—when determining
the initial question regarding the positive purpose of EU law. Thus, construing the
positive legislative purpose, the Court will read secondary EU law as not demanding
new or altered national procedures and remedies, unless such EU law demand for cer-
tain procedures and remedies is clear from either the text or context of the substantive
provision at issue (including a consideration of what the effectiveness of EU lawmay
require). Where EU law overcomes this presumption, the Union demand for certain
procedures and remedies must then actually be checked against the prescriptions of
subsidiary, proportionality, and a proper respect for national constitutional identity.
In conducting the constitutional review under subsidiarity, proportionality, and a

proper respect for national constitutional identity, moreover, these three constraints

112 See eg Comet BV v Produktschap voor Siergewassen, 45/76, [1976] ECR 2043, ECLI:EU:
C:1976:191 (time limit); Amministrazione delle Finanze dello Stato v SpA San Giorgio, 199/82,
[1983[ ECR 3595, ECLI:EU:C:1983:318 (burden of proof).
113 See eg Unibet, C-432/05 (cause of action).
114 See eg Camacho v Securitas Seguridad España SA, C-407/14, EU:C:2015:831 (penalties).
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tend to be pursued more stringently than in the usual case of considering EU substan-
tive measures for such compliance. In part, this heightened concern is due to the
usual resort to implied powers in the case of regulating procedures and remedies,
as opposed to the use of expressly enumerated competences over substantive issues.
And in part, the heightened concern for constitutional constraints in the area of pro-
cedures and remedies is due to the fact that certain aspects of the judiciary’s institu-
tional organisation, such as the passive or active role of judges, can cut very close to
the national constitutional identities the Union ought to respect.
This, then, in a nutshell, is what the principle of national procedural authority is all

about. The constitutional approach pursued here ultimately allows us to make better
sense of the caselaw of the Court. It helps us understand which cases likely reflect
only contingent deference to national procedures and remedies, and which cases
should be read as a more permanent respect for national procedures and remedies
across time and different areas of substantive law. It clears up the longstanding puzzle
over why the Court in some cases decides the question of deference to national pro-
cedures and remedies by resort to a balancing test, and in other cases displaces those
procedures more easily by jumping straight to the primacy of EU law. And, finally, it
helps provide guidance for when secondary legislation should be read cautiously to
preserve national procedures, and when it should be read more boldly as constrained
by national procedures and remedies only insofar as hard constitutional limits
demand.
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